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This is the first issue of a new online newspaper
created especially for people with opinions on subject
matters that (for the most part) today wouldn’t be
published in newspapers, magazines, and, or other media
outlets because of specific views or biases presently
held by editors or publishers of these companies
despite their claims of representing freedom of speech
for all who submit topical material for publication.
As is a rule of thumb presently that has been the
standard (despite denials) for decades—if an editor or
publisher deems the material (based on their opinion)
sent for publication in their magazine or newspaper by
one of their readers doesn’t represent their ideology, it
remains unpublished despite possibly being informative
to the public—and while all magazine and newspaper
publishers may deny this occurs—whether frequently
or infrequently—it does—and though freedom of
speech is supposedly upheld by all media outlets as is
stated publicly, it is a policy in name only by many, if
not all media outlets across the United States.
At Opinion America all views that could be helpful and
informative to our readers—whether we share the
same view(s) or not—will be published. Obviously
pointless and hateful material will not be considered
(and should never be) because of the harmful effects
that results (and have resulted) from such writings
once made public and viewed by individuals with
impressionable personalities who are easily swayed.
Published writings in this newspaper may not always
be “feel good” stories or “perfect world” topics but
reality isn’t always going to play out like most people
would like the world to be. As previously stated this
newspaper doesn’t take sides of whichever view(s)
published but instead lets its readers decide for
themselves based on what they believe to be right or
wrong—and this is what makes this paper original.
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Our World

Seeing is Not Believing
Emailed from Boston, Massachusetts—December 2014

I guess by now everyone who watches the news has
seen the incident that took placed in New York last
summer where a rogue cop carelessly killed an
unarmed man without so much as a thought on
whether he did right or wrong. Unlike the obvious
racial killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri by
racist cop Darren Wilson, this case has even more
issues at play since it was all caught on video and
broadcast nationally. Besides being the usual hothead
Italian New Yorker, this cop named Daniel Pantaleo
clearly as like all New York-bred Italians, despite what
they say, have issues when it comes to black people,
and have had for a long time. In fact, these issues go
back decades—so this isn’t anything new by the
standards of today. And while the press have steered
clear of this thinking, Pantaleo has past records with
being overly sadistic and combative when it comes to
dealing with black men. In fact, he was brought up on
charges of harassing two young black men—accusing
them of carrying drugs—and apparently lied when the
real issue was brought to light. The charges were
dropped against the two men but Pantaleo was never
punished righteously because the police board, being
corrupt like all police boards that are allowed to police
themselves, found him innocent. That of course hasn’t
stopped pending lawsuits against Pantaleo from the
two men who Pantaleo also stripped-searched in public
on a New York street without sufficient reason.
Pantaleo seems to have massive anger issues and
racial bias toward black people and uses his position a
police officer to exact those biases on people of color
whenever he is able to get away with such behavior.
And for people wondering why the press hasn’t ripped
into this type of behavior concerning Pantaleo, that’s
simple enough. Most of the televised press is
controlled by huge companies that refuse to go after
specific cases like this and delve so deep into them
that no stone is left unturned because they fear
retaliation from the police in many levels. Apparently
it’s not a secret to most that many of the police in this
country have long ago thrown out the assumed
“protect and serve” rule and instead follow the secret
rule of “it’s us against them” policy. This case from last
summer definitely falls under this type of ideology.

And when they’re exposed after the fact, instead of
admitting they did something wrong or covered up
what took place, they simply make up with whatever
they have to in order to make those who accuse them
look like they’re the bad guy instead—and then stick to
that idea no matter how many witnesses come forward
later claiming what was stated is inaccurate.
What happened to Eric Garner is a crime of which the
coroner clearly stated was a murder. Yet the police
board cleared Pantaleo with a “fixed” investigation of
which one of his “boys” from the Police Benevolent
(Malevolent) Association named Patrick Lynch sided
with Pantaleo, and attempted to paint him out to be a
hero. Apparently the cases pending against Pantaleo
for abuse slipped by Lynch’s mind—or maybe he just
doesn’t care since he’s done the same previously?
Lynch referred to Pantaleo as a boy scout—yeah, if you
consider a boy scout a murderous racist. I, for one see
him as what he really is—a crooked cop who for years
has done whatever he wanted because his pals within
the police force let him run amok. Whether this
happened in New York City, Boston, Philadelphia, or
Los Angeles, it doesn’t matter. All police officers need
to be subjected to wearing video cameras—ones they
can’t turn off and on by the way—and face the same
kind of legal proceedings for criminal behavior by a
civilian court not associated with any police boards
which so far has proven to be protective of their own
kind and unable to see through their loyalty to each
other. Not only should all police officers be subjected
to the same type of legal procedures as regular
criminals—prosecutors should not be involved with
their handling after the fact as clearly was the
misguided situation in Ferguson, Missouri which proved
that bias to see the truth in certain events are clouded
by loyalty and not justice as should be the case—and is
a sad fact for most incidents involving police corruption
throughout the country going back decades but most
notably the 1991 police beating of Rodney King which
not only led to a riot but a separate case where the
obvious criminal behavior by the police was finally
addressed and righteous punishment was doled out.
The incident last summer in New York and those to
come—and there will be more—needs to be handled in
such a way that police officers will see that their
behavior will be addressed and the protection they’ve
long enjoyed because of their connections will be a
thing of the past. And cameras on cops are a start—as
long as they are controlled from somewhere else.
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What People Say, and Who
They Really Are—Isn’t
Always the Same Thing
Emailed from Portland, Maine—December 2014

So many things I could say in this email but that would
take too much time and maybe it might piss too many
people off hearing the truth. Nevertheless, hardly
anyone ever says what they really feel nowadays,
instead thinking they have to say what other people
want to hear so they don’t get upset after hearing
comments that though true, are not pleasant to hear
from someone who might be right in their assertion of
you or others. It really makes me mad when I meet
someone and without knowing me, they try to pull one
over by stating who they are. Examples: “I’m a nice
guy” or “I’m not that kind of girl” or even better “I’m
not a cheater” or “I don’t lie” or “I’m a Christian” and
the all-time greatest one of all “I don’t talk about
people behind their backs.” Well, here’s the lowdown
on such comments coming from someone you don’t
know and haven’t had the opportunity to observe their
true character without having them tell you “who” they
really when they’re nothing like they’ve described
themselves to be. If a guy you don’t know tells you
outright after meeting him “he’s a nice guy” think of it
this way, he’s trying to manipulate you into thinking
he’s something he’s not since if he was truly a nice guy
he wouldn’t have to tell you, but instead would let you
decide what kind of guy he was by how he treats you
and others around him over a period of time. So
obviously he’s not really nice by any means and is
coloring his image in order to “work” you. A woman
who tells a guy she’s just met “she’s not that kind of
girl” before letting him see by her behavior whether
she’s virtuous or not is clearly not so “good” after all. A
woman who uses a line like this is just trying to get “in
good” by cleverly working her “magic” but like the
“nice guy” she’s also a user. And users aren’t very nice
people as a rule. As for the “cheater” or “liar”
comments, it shouldn’t take a rocket scientist to figure
out if someone (guy or girl) you just met tells you they
don’t cheat or lie—be warned. No one would tell
someone they barely know whether or not they’re a
cheater or liar unless there’s a motive. And the motive
in this deal is clear in every language. They are a
cheater and liar and want to keep you from seeing
them in this light even though their rep is probably so
soiled everyone in town knows their game. Look at it
this way—when was the last time you came across
anyone who admitted being a thief, molester, rapist, or
killer when you first met them without knowing
anything other than maybe they seemed nice?

Exactly my point—who’d say something like that right
off the bat? No one that’s who—so why should it be
any different when you hear comments stated as truth
by someone before knowing their character—which
usually takes a while? Of course everyone has come
across someone who states “I’m a Christian” either in
person or if they placed some lame ad on Craigslist
thinking this sort of intro will confuse people looking at
their ad and think they’re nice people without knowing
them or their true characters. First, let’s deal—God
clearly stated that preaching from the roadside about
your faith was a no-no for all concerned—but more
importantly look at those people who claim they’re so
righteous and holy—in reality they’re some of the
worse out there in terms of blemished characters.
Being a “real” Christian today is more than just stating
so—it’s all about what you do for others—not what you
say you do but never really do. Christian or not—a
person’s character is everything—and saying you’re a
Christian doesn’t mean you are. More importantly
using “being a Christian” as a gimmick when it serves
your needs doesn’t make you one either—instead is
makes you no better than the drug dealers that peddle
drugs on the streets—and maybe even lower since at
least they know what kind of person they are—a
uncaring opportunist who preys on people who are too
weak or too dumb to know better before getting
hooked on drugs—whether prescription or illegal.
A true Christian is someone who leads by example and
does God’s work every day to the best of their ability
even if it’s just treating others with respect. Someone
who is not a Christian is someone who pretends to be
one while using that guise to “work” people and their
emotions to benefit themselves for whatever the
reason. Want an example? Every televangelist that
talks about God—then asks for money. Know what
they are—evil—doing the devil’s work—not God’s.
But the all-time winner of people who should be
avoided by all costs is someone who tells you they
“don’t talk about people behind their backs” when in
reality this is exactly what they do without shame. No
one likes people who gossips needlessly and someone
who is this type of person usually doesn’t think they’re
a bad person or what they do is so horrible. But words
hurt and in many cases some things are better left
unsaid. Especially if what’s being said really has no
value whatsoever except it provides someone with joy
thinking they’re better than the person they’re gabbing
about when in reality they’re worse. How much of a
better world we’d all be living in if people didn’t spend
so much time talking about things that really doesn’t
benefit anyone in society? I’m sure if Princess Diana
were alive today she’d agree with this statement.
For anyone who is the type of person described
above—there’s always a chance to improve your
character. But first you’ve got to admit to yourself this
is who you are as a person—and then change.
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People Today Think They Know
Everything and Don’t Need
Helpful Advice from Others but
Really They Do
Emailed from Los Angeles, California—December 2014

First, let me give you paper props for having a forum
like this. You’d think there’d be other free speech
papers like this across the country in order to give
people a chance to express themselves—but I haven’t
found any such sites. Anyway, here goes my opinion
on how people today assume they know everything or
has all the answers to specific issues when they really
don’t. How many times have I tried to give someone
advice on something that might be beneficial to their
well-being down the line—but in many cases rather
than someone being respectful and appreciating advice
from someone else who’s been there and back, they
cop an attitude and act like they don’t need anyone
else giving them advice or give the impression that if
they had wanted advice they’d have asked. The funny
thing in this situation is that many people go ahead
and don’t heed good advice and then make a colossal
mistake and find out the hard way their choices was a
mistake. One of these situations is when people place
ads on Craigslist stating they are moving to a
particular state—yet have no job before they move.
I’ve on occasion tried to dissuade people from moving
to a state they have no contact with if they are
unemployed—especially if the state they’re moving too
has a high rate of unemployment. Of course most have
ignored my advice and proceeded in some cases to be
rude after the fact, instead of being thankful someone
is trying to help them. And most people can say they
already knew this fact in advance but being given
advice by someone else doesn’t mean they think
you’re dumb—they just want to help—and being nasty
to them in return certainly speaks volumes about
someone’s personality. Of course ignoring helpful
advice could result in a mistake that could have been
avoided if every avenue had been explored before the
consequences were felt. Nevertheless so many people
opt to be rude and assume someone’s advice isn’t as
good as the idea they’ve already formed and believes
will go off without a hitch. There are many people who
are homeless in cities across America for this very
reason mentioned. Rather than plan ahead for every
conceivable problem that could occur, they choose to
act without thinking and then end up in a jam.
How many times have I seen people arriving here in
Los Angeles with stars in their eyes—and completely
unprepared for the reality of living in a big city with no
job while pursuing their dreams of being in the
movies? More often than not their dream turns into a
nightmare and they associate with the wrong people
and either get hooked on drugs—or end up working as
prostitutes on Hollywood Boulevard—or both.

The best advice to anyone would be to listen to what
someone else has to say and be courteous, whether in
person, on the phone, or on the Internet. No one says
you have to take anyone’s advice, but there’s no harm
in listening and being nice about it whether the advice
is welcomed or not. And being rude just makes people
think less of you and certainly after enough people
assume you’re a prick, telling someone you’re nice
becomes a joke. Reputations are hard to erase from
other people’s minds once formed. And if someone
thinks you’re a jerk or bitch, then that’s what you are
perceived as being. And telling yourself you’re not
changes little in the minds of other people—since it’s
not what you think about who you are that matters in
society—it’s what others think of you that holds weight
and has lasting effect. Need proof about how being
rude gets you nowhere—when was the last time
someone in the entertainment business said anything
nice about Charlie Sheen? He’s regarded as difficult to
work with from way back when because of his crappy
attitude toward others—but does he think this is who
he is? I bet you he doesn’t—but regardless—nothing
he says will change how others see him because too
many people have had the same experience with him
over the years. Does he have to be this way? No. He
chooses to because he thinks everyone else is less
than he is—whether implied or not—but it’s actually
the reverse. It’s on public record that he’s a lousy son,
father, uncle, boyfriend, and has been through several
marriages so obviously he’s not good at being a
husband either. Is there anything good someone can
say about Sheen? When someone finds something
credible, let me know. Had Sheen taken advice from
others, including his father I assure you his life
would’ve been much different. He would have had the
reputation actors Hugh Jackman or the late Paul
Walker had. Find me anyone who could “bad mouth”
either Jackman or Walker and I’ll correct my views.
Jackman especially has a good rep because he treats
everyone the way he’d like to be treated. No one likes
a jerk or bitch—and being rude to someone you know
or has never met before won’t get you any respect
despite what some people are led to believe—as
respect is earned not bought. No amount of money can
make someone like you—they may like your money
but not you—and behind your back you can rightfully
assume they’re trash-talking you endlessly because of
something you did for whatever reasons—causing
them to have zero respect for you as a human being.
No one has ever suffered any painful effects from
being nice to others and even if receiving advice isn’t
what you want at the moment—listening to it and
responding with courtesy works in your advantage
because afterwards you’ll still have a good rep with
whomever spoke to you or whom you spoke to. I
practice that method every day and it works perfectly
for me. Following the old saying of “you can catch
more flies with honey than vinegar” still applies today
as it did a century ago. Ignoring such advice like this
can certainly have lasting negative effects—which is
certainly preventable if heeded respectfully.
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So Tired of Hearing Police
Officers and Their Reps
(Publicists) Complaining about
How Tough Their Jobs Are
Emailed from San Francisco, California—December 2014

Enough is enough with all the police representatives
saying how terrible the public are treating the police. If
they were doing their jobs—their real jobs as
expected—there wouldn’t be so much backlash. But
let’s face it, given the recent incidents in Missouri, New
York, Wisconsin, and Ohio it is clear the police have
gone astray yet still harbor delusional fantasies about
who they are or how the public sees them. You’d think
with all the bad publicity circulating everywhere in the
media like a bad documentary you’d see police forces
everywhere trying to tune-up their image by admitting
their faults as they are—but instead all you see and
hear are police officials stating how disappointing it is
that they’re being made out to be evil villains. Maybe
for some, they’re the real deal—but everyone knows
that when you complain about something it’s because
it’s true and you don’t want others to know about what
is clearly a fact based on evidence supporting
statements made. The recent allegations made against
Bill Cosby is proof—he refuses to address the
allegations made against him as his lawyer continues
to publicly deny stuff happened—and it’s only making
things worse as more and more women come forward
with credible stories about his perverted sexual
fetishes. Yet every time his lawyer comes forward and
says the women are lying, things go from bad to worse
for Cosby because he refuses to face reality—stupidly
thinking it’ll all go away like before—which it won’t.
Police officers all across the country have been leaning
for quite some time toward being morally corrupt and
unable to handle the responsibilities of their jobs. That
is a fact given how many cases have been made public
in the last twenty years alone. There’s just so much
bull crap you can take from police organizations saying
how hard the job of a police officer is. Get another job
if you can’t handle the hardships already OK? Just
about everyone knows the only reason most people
(men or women) but especially men, become officers
is for the pension deal that comes with being a police
officer. I’m sick of hearing officers “cry a river” about
how they became cops to better society. Give me a
fucking break already with their obviously scripted
answers. Most police officers have no education and
law enforcement is one of the few jobs they can get
that requires zero intelligence to be successful—and
then throw in the “it’s us against them factor” and you
have your reason why so many out there in need of
anger management therapy become cops. Bet you
anything if garbage men positions paid well, these
same individuals would be doing that instead. They go
where the money is—period—deal with it already.

And while I know for a fact police work is hard—look at
old episodes of Cagney & Lacey and you’ll see
somewhat of a real representation of police work—but
that said, no one asks anyone to become a police
officer and if you want to be a cop just shut up already
about how hard the job is or how low the pay is. There
are harder jobs out there just in case anyone wants to
know—but again these types of jobs are based on
choices. If someone aspires to be a cop they should
face the fact beforehand that being a cop is low-paying
and the reward is very limited and complaining publicly
won’t win you any fans. More importantly thinking that
it is acceptable to sell drugs on the side to make ends
meet shows why police officers have been judged
morally corrupt by most and have little if not no
respect by most people. Making things worse—if that’s
possible—is having police representatives trying to
justify bad behavior as recently was done by a jackass
(Patrick Lynch) in New York representing the killer cop
(Daniel Pantaleo) who killed a man for no real reason
at all—other than the fact he should have been
dismissed long ago given how bad his record already
was due to bad behavior. Police in New York should
realize before their image slides any further that
assholes like Lynch talking on their behalf aren’t
helping them but making things much, much worse.
Hypocritical attitudes by police departments isn’t a
step in the right direction either—as shown in a recent
statement by the St. Louis Police Department—who
cried foul and demanded an apology from members of
the St. Louis Rams over their “hands up” display
condemning cops for their handling of the recent
shooting in Ferguson, Missouri. Rightfully the members
of the Rams told the cops where to stick it—declaring it
was their “freedom of speech right” to do so. Funny
thing is, rather than address their faults the St. Louis
Police Department seemed more concerned about how
people saw them—all the while unwilling to face what
needs fixing within their ranks. But what can be said
about such police groups who practice the mentality of
“do as I say not as I do” while complaining. Not long
after the “hands up” deal—a police officer with the St.
Louis Police Department was seen with a button pinned
on his sleeve showing his support for disgraced killer
cop Darren Wilson. As expected the St. Louis police
defended this cop’s right to express himself while
working—well—as a public servant, such displays are
prohibited actually—while the Rams players suffer no
such deal since the Rams is a private organization and
the police are not—though they think they are.
This attitude by the St. Louis Police Department over
statements made by others and their own handling of
a similar issue is one of the top reasons why police
departments across the country have lost so much
respect lately—as hypocritical gameplay is a sign of
low morals. If police officers want to keep
complaining—fine whatever—but if they truly want
respect then they need to realize it has to be earned
by how they actually perform—and not by assuming
they’re doing a good job when they actually aren’t.
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And uh uh—it was bound to happen and it did—seems
that the NYPD really caused a firestorm with their
racial profiling of black people and their fake denials
that such behavior exists. Less than a week ago some
loony tune from Baltimore made a trip to New York
City and shot two police officers in the Brooklyn area of
the city without provocation apparently saying later it
was in revenge for the way police have treated black
people. Whether this is the real reason will never be
known and it will remain a mystery forever since this
deranged individual killed himself soon afterwards
while being chased by cops. What is clear—despite the
press ignoring the clear line drawn because of the
crooked behavior by police departments across the
country—is that the killing of the two cops in New York
is a direct result of how the police have handled their
jobs when it comes to treating everyone fairly. Is what
happened to the two police officers right? No—but
neither is the killing of black people that are
apprehended by the police based on racial profiling.
It’s clear that police departments across the country
need to be overhauled. Racist cops needs to be outed
and then removed from their positions ASAP also.
Being a police officer is no picnic—but being a cop and
having to cover for other cops that are crooked while
you’re doing your job is not what most signed up for
when they decided to become a cop. Things needs to
change and people from multiple cities across the
country have made this feeling known by marching to
end racial profiling by police departments in large cities
such as New York. Immediately after the shooting of
the cops—Republican-minded idiots started to mouth
off saying protest marches needed to be stopped
because it was bringing out loonies. Of course none of
these racist jerks ever voiced concern before for racial
profiling—oh yeah—uh huh—they’re good with that
part of the deal since they hate black people too.
In reality these types want to squelch free speech as is
their mainstay mantra for anyone not with their own
narrow-minded mentality—being closeted Fascists
while pretending to be patriots. Lead by their closeted
KKK leader, Patrick Lynch, who pretends to be a police
representative, this buffoon made it clear that the
Mayor of New York, Bill de Blasio, was to blame for
everything because he sided with the protesters and
disrespected the police. Like a true closeted racist he
hates de Blasio because de Blasio has a mixed-race
son and in Lynch’s eyes that’s slap in God’s face.
This typical loud-mouthed and ignorant freak is
actually the one who’s disrespected the Mayor and the
city—not the other way around. Has this loser
forgotten that de Blasio is his boss? Lynch is not
fooling anyone with his fake concern for the public.
He’s just is looking for his fifteen minutes of fame
while trying to push his “police don’t need to follow
rules” agenda. Lynch needs to get an real education
before he speaks publicly again because in case it has
slipped this moronic blockhead’s mind—the police exist
to protect and serve the public—and not their own
egos or rich white Republicans like they usually do.

It should be made clear to police every week (if needed)
that the public pays their bills and not select groups in
society. Lynch seems to think police officers should
have carte blanche with whatever they do apparently.
If the cops in New York are upset that they’re being
tagged KKK cops by the protesters and the press
alike—deal with it. If you behave a certain way toward
people of a specific color and you get judged for the
hateful behavior you display—shut up already.
Making matters worse many disrespectful NYPD cops
turned their backs to de Blasio while he was at the
hospital visiting the families of the slain cops—they
showed their true colors—and they would be fired
immediately for their actions if I was de Blasio. Such
behavior should never be tolerated especially by police
officers. But what do you expect from police officers
that seem to think they can and should be able to do
as they please? Besides these lazy cops disrespecting
de Blasio at the hospital, another question should be
brought up—what were they doing at the hospital in
the first place? They should have been doing their
jobs—not hanging out at a hospital while on duty no
matter what the deal. First of all they are not related
to the cops shot and therefore should not be there.
More importantly who is fighting crime in NYC if these
cops took a breather at the hospital? Taxpayer money
pays their paychecks and their behavior is an outrage.
Just another reason why police departments needs to
be overhauled. A cop getting paid to stand around
doing nothing isn’t constructive to making a city
better, and let’s face it, if an employee at McDonald’s
gets shot and is taken to the hospital, would other
employees from McDonald’s be allowed to hang around
the hospital while getting paid? No way—they would be
told to get back to work or be fired. Yet cops play this
game? Exactly why a needed for major change is
needed immediately to retrain all rogue police officers
who have lost touch with what their job is supposed to
entail as opposed as what they think it represents.
As expected endless Republican idiots came out of the
woodwork to push their political agenda, former New
York Governor George Pataki (and “wish upon a star”
presidential candidate) as well as former New York City
Mayor and cheating husband Rudy Giuliani made fools
of themselves with their usual hypocritical stance. But
Giuliani went one further saying to CNN that the NYPD
is 100% not racist. Like he knows this for a fact, right?
Yeah sure, and I guess Alice does live in Wonderland
also. Giuliani is a known racist with mob ties—whom
even fellow racist Republicans shun because of his
known public feelings towards blacks. So in closing,
Giuliani is dead wrong with his comment about NYPD.
They’re actually 55% racist (info verified by the way)
as proven with their actions recently. And which part of
the 55% is racist? Why white cops of course, and oh,
with Giuliani as their “Head Dragon” who proudly leads
them forward believing nobody knows the truth.
Good cops who are dedicated to their jobs need to step
forward and admit their departments are broken—or
suffer the consequences of being labeled corrupt.
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Would You
Turn Back the
Clock?
Emailed from New York City, New York—December 2014

How about this idea? If someone could turn back the
clock and correct mistakes in their lives, would they do
it—or opt to leave things the same despite knowing
how such mistakes changed their (or others) lives?
Well, that’s the question for people out there. While
obviously it is only a hypothetical idea since going back
in time is impossible by all laws of science (at least so
far) would people do it if they could? I’ve asked a few
people about this idea and for the most part almost all
of the people I spoke to said they would change things
if they could—a few stated they wouldn’t—using the
excuse they learned from the mistakes they made. Yet
admitted they wished they hadn’t screwed up. Of those
who seemed indifferent to what I asked—I came away
with the impression they didn’t regret the choices they
made—even if it had negatively impacted the lives of
people they knew—whether a relative or friend.
But the bigger question isn’t that someone learned
from the mistakes made but more importantly could
have avoided making such mistakes entirely? How
many people (if they have a good character) wish they
hadn’t gotten into their car and drove while blitzed on
alcohol? I’m sure plenty would. What about if you
could prevent yourself from marrying someone who
turned your life into hell on earth? How about choices
made pertaining to education? Or committing a crime
which cost you jail time? Or befriending someone who
turned out to be more of a foe than friend? So many
things happen to a person during the course of one’s
lifetime—yet how many people if they could would
change what happened in the past if it was possible to
do so—all the while knowing what they know now?
I’d like to think that most people would change things
that happened to them or things they were affected
by. And what about those people who wouldn’t
entertain such an idea because they have no regrets
about something they did? Clearly a person with this
type of view isn’t a good person and probably from the
time they were a child, used everyone around them to
benefit their needs and never looked back—even if
many of their actions caused pain to others. Need an
example of such a person? A schoolyard bully would fit
perfectly into this description—as often has been
documented—adults that were schoolyard bullies
turned out to be abusive husbands or wives—and

terrible parents because of how they treated others
around them including their own children.
And while we would like to think we as adults wouldn’t
be described as bullies by the general public—there are
plenty of people out there who not only would fit this
description, but actually revel in the idea of forcing
others to submit to the effects they bring about
without ever feeling a pang of guilt for how they
behaved or the things they do for no other reason
other than the simple fact they enjoy inflicting pain in
others around them whether physical or emotional.
So, is the idea of going back in time and fixing things
that affected someone as a child or maybe someone
they knew a noble idea? Though this idea is technically
impossible to achieve—everyone has something that
happened to them or someone they were close to that
if events of the past could be changed, the outcome
years later could’ve resulted in possibly a better life.
Many movies have been made using this idea and
while the plots differed considerably based on who
wrote the screenplay and how they viewed specific
events—the reasons were always the same. So, to
answer the question myself, yeah, if I could, I would
go back in time, I would change many events in my
own life—and if I could change other people’s lives as
well if given the chance—specifically noted historical
events—I would consider it since there are many wars
I think that if they hadn’t happened, society might
have benefited by avoiding so many needless deaths.
For the record I’ve shared the ideas I have concerning
historical events—and several of the people I discussed
my views seemed to think I would be doing much
more harm than good—though I think otherwise.
In my own life, preventing my father from dying when
I was eleven would be on top of the list of things I’d
reverse in my life that had long-lasting ripple effects
which are still being felt today, almost forty years
later. I’d also prevent myself from making many bad
choices I made in the following years—which I’m sure
would’ve resulted in my adult years being vastly
different from what it turned out to be as well as
possibly giving me a career that I could’ve been proud
of—instead of the one I had which wasn’t anything
special. So many events led to where I am now which
began with the tragedy of losing my father—but had
my father lived I’d like to think there might have been
a different outcome for me based on having my dad
around to help guide me past the mistakes I made
because of having no one to give me advice when I
certainly could’ve used it. Of course I’d also have made
foolish choices on my own along the way whether or
father was there to guide me or not—and for those I’d
own them. And yeah, I’ve made more mistakes than
I’d like to admit to over the last four decades. But for
the record—I admit I’ve screwed up royally.
But how many people today would admit to mistakes
made—take responsibility for those mistakes—and still
be willing to relive their life if they could knowing what
they know now? Life is too short, but if there was a
chance to go back and fix mistakes, why not?
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Just Because You Ask Someone
Something Doesn’t Mean
They’ll Tell You the Truth
Emailed from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania—December 2014

This is a topic that has so many facets because of how
people view themselves—but yet so simple. For the
most part people today generally assume if you ask
someone you know or for whatever reasons a total
stranger a specific question—that they’ll tell you the
truth. And of course that is quite unrealistic given how
human beings behave toward each other. Whether
confronted by a question that could paint someone in a
bad light or cause potential disruption in their
everyday lives—most people when asked questions
about something they may have done or that someone
else they know have done—will lie—despite what is
assumed to be a rather simple outcome. Lying is so
today widespread that sometimes people lie when they
don’t even have a reason to dodge a particular issue.
It seems unlikely that this statement is factual but it is
and has been proven as such. Many times in the past
even though someone being asked a question and
knows that the person doing the asking already knows
the truth and is testing them—will still lie regardless of
the obvious, foolishly assuming they can beat the
game despite the odds stacked against them.
An example of this theory would be when a husband or
wife finds out their significant other has cheated—and
they have proof to back up their suspicions—only to
have the husband or wife outright deny the accusation
which only makes the situation worse. Sadly, for most
people lying is a way of life and they’ll say whatever
they think someone wants to hear only to be exposed
later. Too often people don’t think ahead—but maybe
thinking ahead would serve many if they realize that
telling the truth (no matter how harsh) is better than
trying to avoid having to admit to something you
would rather pretend never happened prior. How many
husbands and wives wished they just “fessed up” when
confronted by their spouse who already suspected or
knew for sure they cheated? If there was a chance for
forgiveness previously after the fact—once the spouse
gets caught in a lie it’s pretty much a done deal that
the relationship is over because of the deception.
Everyone lies—let’s face it. But telling a “white lie” as
opposed to maliciously lying to cover something you
did makes a major difference. White lies are easily
dismissed because no one really gets hurt—but when
someone lies to cover something they may have done
or did—they are aware of right and wrong and when
they end up a social pariah—it’s their own fault.
Liars are not respected in society as a rule. How many
people who constantly lie will have a large circle of
friends? Very few—unless they’re a celebrity or filthy
rich—of course which really ends up being that people
maintain “in name only” friendships with scumbags like
this only because of their fame or bank account.

More times than not people from all walks of life in this
country lie when they don’t have to—which only causes
more problems once their deception is uncovered. And
you’d think from the massive amounts of news footage
that exists on any given day dealing with politicians
blatantly lying to news reporters when they should
know better—would serve as a guide for the rest of us
in society. But still people lie thinking they’ll get away
with it—like how those dummies that go on reckless
high-speed chases from the police think they’ll get
away only to be nabbed eventually because their
whereabouts where known beforehand because of
news helicopters filming everything from the air.
Personally I try not to lie whenever possible because it
just means less to keep track of after the fact as
nothing is more embarrassing than having to admit to
a lie after the fact when you could have just been
honest and saved a lot of time. And while there are
plenty of people who seem willing to hear a lie
masquerading as the truth—the fact is not so cut and
dry—since nothing causes more emotional damage
than finding out someone lied to you not because they
had to but because they didn’t respect you enough to
be honest from the start. So many friendships and
marriages could have withstood broken promises and
infidelity but were forever tainted because of lies told
and not personally acknowledged until much later.
I know that feeling very well—as many friendships I’ve
had ended exactly the same way described because of
a (now) former friend for whatever reasons deciding
lying was a better way to handle a problem rather than
telling the truth. And having two marriages end up
being over because of issues of lying certainly qualifies
me in making the assumption that lies can and will
destroy even the most stable of relationships.
What lessons can someone learn from these musings
on honesty and lies? Simple—telling the truth as much
as possible makes you a credible person with people
who know you. Nothing is worse than being referred to
in a conversation among people who may know you as
a liar. Equally bad would be to be described by others
as a cheater, bitch, jerk, or schemer. None of these
descriptions that have been used to describe someone
is flattering in any way whatsoever. Being described as
loyal, nice, friendly, and honest certainly sounds much
better doesn’t it? Of course thinking you’re this way
but really you’re seen as the opposite by everyone who
knows you is very telling. In reality, despite what
people assume—it is how others see you that makes
the difference and not how you see yourselves.
That said, none of us are perfect and no one expects
someone to be a model of perfection every minute of
every day—but trying to be the best person you can be
is certainly attainable. How hard is it to be nice and tell
the truth? No hard at all. There’s an old saying that
really hits the nail on the head when describing the
simple task of how to live one’s life every day. “It’s
nice to be important—but it’s more important to be
nice.” No truer words have ever been spoken that
holds so much meaning and depth about one’s
character. And yeah, it’s the truth by the way.
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The excerpt below is taken from the 1924 (special edition) memoir South Africa—A Century Ago by Lady Anne
Barnard. This book is available from an online public library which opened on October 5, 2014. To obtain a
complete version of this book on PDF please visit www.nancyhankslincolnpubliclibrary.com for a copy.

—
Castle, Cape Town
July 10th, 1797
From the Castle of Good Hope, situated within the garrison, over which towers the Table Mountain at
a considerable real distance (the close apparent vicinity being from the effect of its height), and from
the window of my bed chamber, which overlooks a colonnade built around a spacious pond of water
supplied from the head and tail of a spouting dolphin, I begin this letter to my dearest friend, firmly
assured that he will be as much interested in its contents from private affection to the writer, as from
curiosity to know every point, however minute, which regards a public concern. I am perfectly
convinced that you must also receive, along with this, such numberless letters from others much
better qualified to give an account of everything worth your knowing, that it would seem almost
conceited folly in me to describe things as they appear around me, or still more to give my miserable
female notions on anything of importance, were it not that I know your friendship will contrive a
general apology for everything silly or erroneous. You gave me leave to write freely whenever I
would, and I promise that you shall find everything you wish to know—and some things you may
not—from the honestest pen in the world (for I must not confine myself now to Europe). I never
exaggerate—never; sometimes I may extenuate, but I set down naught in malice.
But to land us here properly, let me return to the ship and bring up matter with a little regularity. Our
voyage on the whole was a prosperous one. We sailed from Plymouth the 23rd of February, and
landed at the Cape the 5th of May. We had but few calms, and no storm such as to endanger the
ship, though ten days of weather was so very rough as to give sufficient apology to a coward for
being afraid, particularly from the rolling of the ship. We had, as you know, 272 great guns for
Bengal aboard her, which often brought our upper guns under water, and rendered the beauties in
their various cabins black and blue from the rolling and pitching the guns produced. We met with but
few occurrences of consequence. The heat between the tropics was excessive, but not beyond or
equal to what I expected, as the thermometer was never above 84 degrees.
All on board were well, partly owing to the dry weather, partly to the attentions of the Captain, who
you very justly told me was one of the civilest and most liberal of men. Our mess-mates numbered
about twenty-four, and we all got on like lambs, except two, of whom I would say nothing, were it
not that you must hear of them from others. I mean Captain Campbell and his Dutch wife. We were
obliged to drop common conversation with them beyond the necessities of society. He contradicted
all around him in a manner most unusual in civilized company, and as for Mrs. Campbell, after every
fair attention on the part of the ladies on board, who were five beside herself, she seemed resolved
to keep herself apart from all Englishwomen, apparently reserving herself to be head of the Dutch
party instead of the English, and finding much fault with Government for sending to the Cape, as she
says, a ‘parcel of people who cannot please the Dutch, or be likely to adopt their manners.’
I hope that her manners are not a specimen, and that her calculations will not prove good, as the
Dutch are said to be eager to be well with the English. In any case Mr. Barnard and I mean to do all
in our power to carry out your wishes, to conciliate them as much as we possibly can, and to meet
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their habits and the custom of the place halfway. But to return to our voyage. The heat decreased as
we passed the Tropic of Cancer, and, after having quitted our blankets and cloth habits, we all took
to them again. Our course was pretty direct by the chart from the time we passed the Madeiras
(where you made us go into a line scollop to avoid certain French cruisers which we have since heard
you had intelligence of) till we got into the latitude of the Cape, where contrary winds vexed us
much. However, five or six days produced a favorable change, and the joyful news of land being
seen was announced, though in truth it was so enveloped in fog that we did not enjoy its appearance
till we were exactly placed in the bay opposite to Cape Town. Then, as if by one consent, the lion’s
rump whisked off the vapors with its tail; the lion’s head untied, and dropped the necklace of clouds
which surrounded its erect throat, and Table Mountain, over which a white damask tablecloth had
been spread halfway down, showed its broad face and smiled. At the same time guns from the
garrison and from all the batteries welcomed His Majesty’s Government, and the distant hills, who
could not step forward to declare their allegiance, by the awful thunders of their acquiescing echoes,
informed us that they were not ignorant of the arrival of the Governor, who was at that moment
putting his foot on land. Nothing could be finer than the coup d’ oeil from the Bay; yet nothing can
have so little affinity with each other as the bold perpendicular mountains, bare and rocky, and the
low white card houses, which from the distance seem even smaller than they are, and scar ce large
enough to hold an ant. But this is only appearance; in reality they are excellent. The Thornborns,
having heard of our arrival, sent us an invitation to come to their house, which was a blessing of no
moderate sort, every place being crowded. Lord Macartney preferred going to one of the lodging
houses (indeed all the private houses, half a dozen excepted, are such) to incommoding Sir James
Craig by going to his abode. We walked from the Key to Mr. Thornborn’s house, for, though his
carriage was sent to meet us, we preferred the feeling of hard land under our feet to all artificial
conveyances. The first thing that struck me, strongly and disagreeably, was a very offensive smell in
the air, and I afterwards found it in some of the houses; I was told it proceeded from the oil with
which the slaves grease their hair. Wagons of wood next appeared, driven by one man, eight and ten
horses moving with perfect docility to the crack of his whip. Next we saw more melancholy evidences
of the far distant classes amongst human creatures—slaves returning from a seven or eight miles
distance, each man loaded with two bundles of sticks slung across his bare shoulders.
It made one sigh at first to look at the weight of the bundles; the only comfort was that one of them
only was for the master; the other was for the private benefit of the slave. We walked up the town,
which I found much superior in appearance and area, and in the size and accommodation of the
houses, to what I had expected. We were kindly welcomed by the Thornborns, who let us make their
house our home during ten days. Long looked-for as Lord Macartney had been, his arrival seemed to
give new life to languid spirits. Even the Dutch, who had vainly flattered themselves, till a Governor
came, that a Governor never would come, and that the Cape would somehow or another fall back
into the old hands or be ceded to the French, seemed to have got a cold bath first, but revived health
and alacrity of mind through certainty of the worst and the necessity of beginning business again on
an assured footing. This has not been the case during the procrastinated decisions of Sir James
Craig, who has made it his policy to delay all unpleasant rules until the commencement of the new
Governor’s administration. I fancy that on the capture of the Cape, being too eager to obtain it, he
made the terms of capitulation unnecessarily beneficial to the Dutch.
He wishes to be the friend and protector of the Cape people, and so unwittingly made himself the
protector of Dutch impositions put upon the troops—a dear price for popularity. He considered these
indulgences were merely temporary ones, as a Governor would soon arrive.
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Life & Times
Los Angeles Diary
Part 1

© 2013 Street Beat News

Note: This is a real-life diary. For the record, the events mentioned
in this diary occurred several years ago in 2008 and 2009. Remaining
parts will be serialized in future issues of Opinion America.

November 14—(Part One) Today, I found myself
officially homeless. My story had been leading up
to this unpleasant ending for quite some time
now. I sort of knew this would be the end result
but I had no other way to deal with the situation
but to deny it when things started to go bad and
continued to get worse after my employment
prospects dried up entirely and completely.
So, this morning I headed out one last time from
my apartment in the Miracle Mile district of Los
Angeles feeling utterly depressed and having zero
hope left. I made my way down Wilshire
Boulevard and walked all the way with my
backpack and sleeping bag bundle to Fairfax
Avenue where I caught a bus to Santa Monica. As
I got off at Ocean Avenue in Santa Monica I knew
this was the end journey for my plans.
November 14—(Part Two) I caught the first
available bus to Malibu intent on completing the
plan I had set when everything went wrong. I got
off at another bus stop in the midst of the Malibu
colony area near a small outdoor shopping area
and waited for another bus to take me to my final
destination which was Trancas State Beach.
Once there I destroyed some personal belongings
that I’d kept for years—as many as twenty years
but at this point I felt so depressed nothing
mattered. Once this task was completed I headed
on foot along Pacific Coast Highway toward Leo
Carrillo State Beach at the very edge of Los
Angeles County. I hadn’t been in this area since
1992 but knew the area was isolated and very
rarely had large crowds hanging out there.
I wanted to be alone anyway in order to complete
the last stage of my plans and this location from
what I remembered would serve me well in the
ideas I had formulated in my head to go ahead
with—no matter how scary it seemed. I had no
hope left, and no one to help me—so, for me
being dead was better than being homeless.

It wasn’t like I didn’t ask people for help. But
these are the times when you find out who your
real friends are. No one would help me or
pretended they couldn’t. Of course I knew it was
just a pile of excuses to avoid extending a
helping hand to someone other than themselves
in a time of desperate need. But that was my lot
and I had to face it whether I wanted to or not at
the moment. And so this was how I came to this
decision of despair and thought life wasn’t worth
living anymore no matter how much to someone
else it might have seemed otherwise. I was the
one facing this deal and at the moment I seemed
to have run out of hope.
For months prior I had tried desperately to find a
job that would salvage my life but nothing turned
up or everything was just too low-paying to really
change my situation for the better. I kept trying
to find something but as the weeks crept by and
nothing seemed to work I realized that my
greatest fear was coming true and I would soon
end up on the streets like so many others.
Though in a lot of the other cases drug usage
destroyed hope in those who were forced to live
on the mean streets of Los Angeles. But for me I
couldn’t understand how this was my fate too
since I’d never used drugs ever in my life—had
never even wanted to try—never thought about
it—or was ever at a point in my life that I thought
it would help. And believe me I’d had some really
rotten times in my life but drugs were always to
me only good enough for losers and not me—but
now I was no better than the freaks I saw every
day on the streets—too wasted to even care if
they lived or died yet somehow never managed
to overdose on the crap they took.
But as I realized in the last weeks before I was to
lose everything—I was alone. I had no one who
was willing to lend a helping hand despite me
being there for them in their time of needing
advice, someone to talk to, or hang out with. Yet
now I was totally alone and feeling like this can
lead anyone to thinking that being dead was
better than being forced to live the homeless life
which was more terrifying than anything else.
So, here I was on that fateful morning walking
along PCH with only one thought in mind. Of
course anyone seeing me walking had no idea
and probably thought I was just some random
backpacker—without a care in the world.
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November 14—(Part Three) I finally made it to
Leo Carrillo State Beach in the early afternoon
and made my way across the beach eastward
toward Nicholas Canyon Beach. I kept my eye
peeled for possible places to camp and finally saw
a break in the bushes on a small hill above the
beach. Nevertheless I looked around, made sure
no one was paying attention and climbed the
slight ridge and made my way to a small clearing
in the thick brush. At the time it felt like it was
destined to be as the clearing had a perfect
layout for a sleeping bag and some wiggle room
around the area. Though it wasn’t where I
wanted to end up I was out of luck and thought
this wasn’t such a bad place to camp as the
streets of Los Angeles would have been worse.
I plunked down my sleeping bag and basically
made peace with the way my life had gone and
though I felt like wailing, I just had a weird sense
of calm. As nightfall approached the feeling of
relief washed through me as no one had come
after me and I guess I felt invisible. I prepared
for the first night of outdoor living and it wasn’t
easy by any means. I’d never been camping and
sleeping outside had never been something I
ever thought I could do—but here I was doing it
regardless—and it was a long night that seemed
never to end as the darkness enveloped the area
and I felt totally alone and vulnerable.
Throughout the night after I pulled the covers
over my head to prevent anything from touching
me I kept hearing all sorts of weird sounds that
were unfamiliar to me. I imagined all sorts of wild
animals lurking about, ready to pounce. But in
reality there really wasn’t any—except for the
coyote and mountain lion—both of which lived
high in the nearby mountains—or, I assumed as
such to be the case of this ideology.
I lay there listening for every creak and crack I
could hear and somehow as the night passed and
morning came I felt relief at having survived my
first night at being homeless.
November 15—Today, as daylight took hold I
ventured to look around my campsite for signs
that strange animals had been present but found
none—as the wind whipped through the trees I
realized a lot of the creaking noises that sounded
like squeaks were actually sounds that the tree
branches made when they rubbed against each
other. I felt sort of stupid for having this feeling
but I really didn’t have any other way to know at
the time and of course assumed the worse simply
because I couldn’t see anything in the dark.

During the day I became bored just sitting
around and ventured out from my hiding place
onto the beach. Nicholas Canyon Beach was
deserted and so I took a dip in the ocean fully
clothed knowing no one would notice what would
seem like odd behavior to most. It was actually
refreshing and helped me relax and shake some
of the depression I felt pressing down on me like
a blanket full of rocks. After I washed off the salt
water from a nearby shower used by the surfers
that hung out in the area—in the middle of a hot
day it was such a good feeling—but if it had been
morning it would’ve been freezing.
As the day wore on I kept thinking about food
and the distraction just kept getting worse as my
mind started to fantasize about certain food
items that I liked. I tried to push it away but it
was hard as there was nothing else really to think
about and the feeling just wouldn’t go away no
matter how much I tried to think of other things
instead of food. My mind began playing tricks on
me and made things worse—but I was
determined not to let anything get to me. I
hadn’t brought any food or water with me and
planned to let nature take its course, but the
human mind is what it is—and it refuses to give
up unless there’s no other way.
For the rest of the afternoon I kept going back
and forth with mind games trying to figure out
what to do. It wasn’t like I could buy food
anyway as I had no money and was flat broke.
But the thoughts wouldn’t go away and though I
wasn’t really hungry, yet I guess it was a way for
my mind to keep functioning since I felt so alone
and the depression I was feeling had reached this
level because of desperate situation I was facing.
I really didn’t want to kill myself but the idea of
living on the streets wasn’t an option for me—I
knew I couldn’t deal with that lifestyle for months
or even years so why pretend?
I went back to my camp after I dried off and
spent the rest of the afternoon debating what I
should do. I still didn’t feel like I’d made a
mistake and just wanted some peace and quiet
about what I felt was the endnotes of my life.
I’d been scraping by for years, trying to pretend
my life wasn’t so bad—but it was—and things just
wasn’t going to get better. Reaching a point like
this is hard but it seemed the only outcome. I
had no family, no friends I could rely on, and no
place to go. I was at a standstill with how to go
any further and ending it all seemed to me like a
better deal than struggling with absolutely no
hope and feeling so completely alone.
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Interactive Sites
Select news sites listed below can be accessed directly with Internet availability. Left click on the link(s) and the
site will open on your computer. Humanitarian (non-news) sites are in red.

ABC News
www.abcnews.com
Advertiser/Adelaide Now
www.adelaidenow.com.au
Al Jazeera America
america.aljazeera.com
All Hawaii News
www.allhawaiinews.com
Allegiant News
www.theallegiant.com
American Red Cross
www.redcross.org
AOL News
www.aol.com
Argonaut
www.argonautnews.com
Argus Streaming News
www.argusnewsnow.com
ASPCA
www.aspca.org
Associated Press
www.ap.org

Australian
www.theaustralian.com.au
AZ Central
www.azcentral.com
Baltimore City Paper
www.citypaper.com
Bangor Daily News
www.bangordailynews.com
BBC News
www.bbc.com
Be Healthy Tulare
www.behealthytulare.com
Beverly Hills Courier
www.bhcourier.com
Beverly Hills Weekly
www.bhweekly.com
Big Issue
www.bigissue.com
Bing
www.bing.com
Boston Globe
www.bostonglobe.com
Boston Herald
www.bostonherald.com
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Boston.com
www.boston.com
Brisbane Times
www.brisbanetimes.com.au
British Virgin Islands News
www.bvinews.com
Burbank Leader
www.burbankleader.com
Caribbean News Now
www.caribbeannewsnow.com
CBS News
www.cbsnews.com
Chicago Sun-Times
www.suntimes.com
Chicago Tribune
www.chicagotribune.com
CNN
www.cnn.com
Clutch Magazine
www.clutchmagonline.com
Daily Beast
www.thedailybeast.com
Daily Record and Sunday Mail
www.dailyrecord.co.uk
Daily Telegraph
www.dailytelegraph.com.au

Democracy Now
www.democracynow.org
Eagle
www.theeagleonline.com
euronews
www.euronews.com
Evening Times
www.eveningtimes.co.uk
Express UK
www.express.co.uk
Fabius Maximus
www.fabiusmaximus.com
Financial Times
www.ft.com
Free Speech TV
www.freespeech.org
Gawker
www.gawker.com
Glendale News-Press
www.glendalenewspress.com
Globe and Mail
www.theglobeandmail.com
Google News
www.news.google.com
Guardian
www.theguardian.com
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Hawaii Reporter
www.hawaiireporter.com

LA Weekly
www.laweekly.com

Hawaii Tribune-Herald
www.hawaiitribune-herald.com

Los Angeles Daily News
www.dailynews.com

Herald Scotland
www.heraldscotland.com

Los Angeles Times
www.latimes.com

Herald Sun
www.heraldsun.com.au

Mail Online
www.dailymail.co.uk

Honolulu Star-Advertiser
www.staradvertiser.com

Mail.com
www.mail.com

Houston Chronicle
www.chron.com

Malibu Times
www.malibutimes.com

Huffington Post
www.huffingtonpost.com

Memphis Daily News
www.memphisdailynews.com

Independent
www.independent.co.uk

Miami Herald
www.miamiherald.com

Inquisitr News
www.inquisitr.com

Mirror
www.mirror.co.uk

Irish News
www.irishexaminer.com

MSN
www.msn.com

Islam Times
www.islamtimes.org

Nashville City Paper
www.nashvillecitypaper.com

Island Sun British Virgin Islands
www.islandsun.com

National Post
www.nationalpost.com

Japan Times
www.japantimes.co.jp

NBC News
www.nbcnews.com
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New Civil Rights Movement News
www.thenewcivilrightsmovement.com

Perth Now
www.perthnow.com.au

New Republic
www.newrepublic.com

PETA
www.peta.org

New York Daily News
www.nydailynews.com

Philadelphia City Paper
www.citypaper.net

New York Post
www.nypost.com

Philadelphia Daily News
www.phillydailynews.com

New York Times
www.nytimes.com

Philadelphia Inquirer
www.inquirer.com

New Yorker
www.newyorker.com
Newsday
www.newsday.com
Newsweek US Edition
www.newsweek.com/us
New Zealand Herald
www.nzherald.co.nz
Opinuns Entertainment News
www.opinuns.com

Philadelphia Inquirer
www.philly.com
Philadelphia Tribune
www.phillytrib.com
Phoenix New Times
www.phoenixnewtimes.com
Pittsburgh City Paper
www.pghcitypaper.com
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
www.post-gazette.com

Opposing Views
www.opposingviews.com

Pittsburgh Tribune Live
www.triblive.com

Pacific Standard News
www.psmag.com

Plymouth Patch
www.plymouth.patch.com

Pasadena Star-News
www.pasadenastarnews.com

Politico
www.politico.com
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Politicus USA
www.politicususa.com
Portland Press Herald
www.pressherald.com

Scotsman
www.scotsman.com
Seattle Times
www.seattletimes.com

Real Change News (Seattle)
www.realchangenews.org
Register
www.theregister.co.uk
Reuters
www.reuters.com

Sherman Oaks Studio City Encino News
www.shermanoaksstudiocitynews.com
Slate
www.slate.com
Space Change News (Boston)
www.sparechangenews.net

Richmond Times-Dispatch
www.timesdispatch.com
Right Wing Watch News
www.rightwingwatch.org
Salon
www.salon.com
San Francisco Chronicle
www.sfchronicle.com
San Francisco Examiner
www.sfexaminer.com
San Francisco Gate
www.sfgate.com
San Jose Mercury News
www.mercurynews.com
San Juan Star
www.sanjuanweeklypr.com

St. Croix Source
www.stcroixsource.com
St. John Source
www.stjohnsource.com
St. John Tradewinds
www.tradewinds.vi
St. Louis American
www.stlamerican.com
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
www.stltoday.com
St. Thomas Source
www.stthomassource.com
Street Beat News Online
www.streetbeatnewsonline.com
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Street Roots (Portland, Oregon)
www.streetroots.org
Street Sense (Washington, DC)
www.streetsense.org
Street Spirit (San Francisco)
www.thestreetspirit.org
Street Vibes (Cincinnati)
www.streetvibes.wordpress.com
Street Wise (Chicago)
www.streetwise.org
Sun
www.thesun.co.uk
Sydney Morning Herald
www.smh.com.au
Telegraph
www.telegraph.co.uk
Time
www.time.com
Times
www.thetimes.co.uk
Toronto Star
www.thestar.com
Toronto Sun
www.torontosun.com
Toshiba News
start.toshiba.com

US News & World Report
www.usnews.com/news
USA Today
www.usatoday.com
Vancouver Sun
www.vancouversun.com
Virgin Islands Daily News
www.virginislandsdailynews.com
Voice of America
www.voanews.com
Vox News
www.vox.com
Washington City Paper
www.washingtoncitypaper.com
Washington Examiner
www.washingtonexaminer.com
Washington Post
www.washingtonpost.com
Washington Times
www.washingtontimes.com
Yahoo
www.yahoo.com
Young Turks
www.tytnetwork.com
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Corner Cafe
Glass Owl
Excerpt 1
Below is an excerpt from the serialized novel Glass Owl. Copyright 2013. All rights reserved. Glass Owl is a serialized novel written in episodic format. Sections
serialized by Opinion America were not reprinted in exact order of existing storylines from the novel. Copies of Glass Owl in 50 separate episodes (electronic
format only) can be purchased online beginning in late 2015 from Google Play. Opinion America accepts fictional and nonfictional material by email only for
publication of various subject matters. However all works must be legally copyrighted by rightful owner(s) of whom must provide proof of ownership to
Opinion America before material is accepted for publication. Opinion America will not publish works plagiarized from other sources. No exceptions.

Originally serialized in Street Beat News in 2013.
Alden Washington looks up at the huge mansion that looms majestically in front of him from the estate
gates a short distance away. It hadn’t changed one bit. It had been fifteen years yet it was almost as if time
stood still when it came to the appearance of the stately Victorian building. He smiles. He’d had some good
times playing on the estate grounds when he was young. But then—then came the “event.” He turns to walk
away just as a silver-colored car drives up. He recognizes the driver within seconds. It was his childhood best
friend—Kyle Madison—eldest son of the richest man in town and resident of Glass Owl—the magnificent mansion
of which he was admiring only a few minutes before being intruded upon.
Kyle stops the car at the entrance of the winding driveway. He seems to be in shock as he sees Alden
standing a few feet away. He hops out and charges toward Alden with his fists ready.
“What the fuck are you doing back here?”
Alden turns to face Kyle. He notices a teenage boy sitting in the passenger seat of Kyle’s car.
“I asked you a question—what are you doing back in Marble Hills?”
Alden glances at the mansion at the end of the driveway again. Suddenly Kyle violently grabs Alden by
the neck and spins him around.
“I ought to break your neck.”
They look at each other but say nothing.
“You should have stayed gone.”
The door to Kyle’s car opens and the teenage boy jumps out. Alden watches as he pulls something
shiny from the front pocket of his Levi’s.
“Want me to work him over, dad? Got the knuckles with me?”
Kyle glances at Alden and then at his son.
“No.”
Alden watches as Kyle’s son shoves the pair of brass knuckles back into the front pocket of his Levi’s.
Kyle faces Alden again—glaring at him silently for a few seconds. Alden looks away.
“I want you gone—you have ten minutes to get into your car and disappear like you did fifteen years
ago after Marah died.”
Kyle watches as Alden silently turns to walk toward where his rented car is parked several yards
away. Kyle continues to glare at Alden silently.
“Get out of Marble Hills or else.”
Alden turns and flips his middle finger at Kyle as he gets into his car. Kyle turns to look at his son
who seems confused.
“Who was that guy?”
“He—he was my best friend.”
Wesley Madison runs his fingers through his hair.
“That was Alden Washington?”
“Yep.”
“Why didn’t you let me beat the crap out of him?”
“You’ve already had two brushes with the law? Want a third?”
Wesley glares at his father and then glances at the mansion at the end of the long driveway.
[Excerpt 2 will be published in the March-April 2015 issue.]

